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Life is a hallway
by Jarred Rider
Student Life editor

     High school: the 
road you must ride 
toward your fu-
ture. Every road 
has its bumps; 
one of many 
that students at 
North hit is the 
hallways.
     Hallways are 
your way to 
class, the place 
where you learn 
and let your 
mind expand, 
but getting to 
class these days 
can be hectic.
     When you 
drive on the 
road, you have 
the blessing of 
headlights and turn 
signals. These warn 
you of oncoming cars 
and where they’re going. High 
school has no such luxury. While 
on the road you may get a dent 
or two on your car, but on the 
roads of high school you’ll 
receive wounds of war. 
Shiners you’ll look 
back on and say, 
“I got this on my 
way to Math 
class.”
     With our 
hallways 
being such 
a hassle 
to get 
through I 
almost 
dread 
leav-
ing 

class, it isn’t right that I have 
fear walking in the halls with my 
fellow peers.
     Getting to school for block 0 
isn’t much of a threat. You get 
to school before the sun even 
shines and the hallways are 
empty enough for you to hear 
your own footsteps. After that 
sacred time of elbow room is 
when the real games begin, but 
the odds may not ever be in 
your favor.
     When the day begins 
at 8:23 everyone floods to 
their first class. Walking in 
the morning is a slow sim-
ilar to the living dead and 
most people go straight to 
class. Unluckily for us, as 
the day progresses people 
start to awaken from 
there zombie-like state 
and by the next passing 
period they’re awake and 
ready to fight for their 
piece of the hallway.
     Passing period is sup-
posed to give you time 
to use the restroom, and 
travel from one side of 
the school to the other 
while still arriving on time.
     Students decide to also 
take this time to socialize 

with friends. Although this isn’t 
bad, it becomes a problem 

when you prevent 
everyone 

else from 

getting to their class by wrestling 
with your friends, stopping in 
the middle of the 
hall to talk, or 
tak-

ing 
time 

to show 
affection to 

your current 
love.

     “There’s not a 
lot of general intel-

ligence as to where 
to walk. A lot of people 

tackle into each other and its to-
tal chaos,” said Freshman Daniel 
Munoz. Walking out of any of 
the school’s buildings you find 
men, reeking of testosterone, 
undertaking violent play with 
each other. With their displays 
of male dominance it seems as 
though they’re trying to court 
the on passing ladies. A single 
passing period is like an hour’s 
worth of Animal Planet.

     Sophomore Jason Standiford 
agreed but said, “There is over-

crowding, but towards the 
end of your 

fresh-
man 

year 

you 
become a ninja because you 
are constantly dodging people.” 
Luckily there are some who are 

able to dodge the six minutes 
of our high school Serengeti.
     Let’s not forget the in-
famous couples who show 
their love towards each other, 

holding hands and walking at a 
glacial pace. 
     Some see their displays of 
affection of getting lost in each 
other’s mouths as cute, but the 
rest of us are just trying to get 
to class and prefer a tongue free 
venture. Many would also prefer 
to keep our school’s small por-

tioned lunches down. We need 
all the energy we can get to 
survive our next class. No need 
bringing it back up at the sight of 

a couple engaging in a romantic 
embrace.
     There are other hazards that 
stu- dents cause 

other 

than 
the hallway mating rituals. There 
are times where two people 
start talking and soon become 
the epicenter of a large group 
of people that begin to amass 
around them. These large blobs 
of people prevent other stu-
dents from getting through the 
hallways.
     Going through passing period 
has become a risk to all because 
many fear of becoming part of 
the indescribable and indestruc-
tible blob.
     The H-Building is the epicen-
ter of our hallway problems. The 
farther you get away from the H-

Building the less traumatic your 
passing period will be. Everyone 
has a class here, however, and 

for those who somehow don’t, 
have a friend that does.
     So if you are starting to 
make a blob in the hallway, 
move to the side. If you and 
your current partner want 
to show your love for each 
other, find a new make out 
place out of our sight. For 
those who are putting on 
displays of male dominance 
and are trying to woo a lady, 
try talking to one first before 
you break an arm fighting 
over them.
     Whatever your hallway sit-
uation is, try thinking about 
your fellow hallway pedes-
trians. Being a teenager, this 
may be a hard concept grasp 
but you can do it. Just take a 

step aside so everyone can go 
by without hassle.

While walking through the hallways you may encounter large “blobs” of people, “help-
ful” kids standing in front of your locker, couples making out, or the annoying people 
who insist on taking up the whole hallway while walking to class. 
Photos by Jarred Rider
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Kayla Davidson
Tornado Times reporter

     The third most used website in the world following Facebook and 
Google, YouTube has hundreds of millions of users from around the world. YouTube has come a long way from when it first started. It began 
as simply uploading and watching videos but now it also offers live streaming of debates and premieres. It has even become a huge priority in 
people’s lives.
     YouTube was launched on February 14, 2005. The found-
ers were three Californian friends, Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, 
and Jawed Karim. Hurley and Chen had come up with the idea 
of YouTube in the beginnings of 2005. They wanted to share a 
video but had troubles doing so. The first video, Me at the Zoo, 
was uploaded on April 23, 2005. The video is of creator Karmin 
at the San Diego Zoo discussing Elephants. Since that date the 
site has exploded with uploaded videos and viewers.
     “I am addicted! My life is boring and YouTube makes it bet-
ter,” joked sophomore Makenzie Milani. 
     Sophomore Alexis Williams said, “I go on it to watch vid-
eos and relax…I usually watch One Direction videos because 
they make me laugh.” YouTube had become one of the biggest 
amusement sites for many people. 
     There are a variety of different types of videos to watch on 
YouTube. There are tutorial videos where someone will demon-
strate how to do something, for example, how to curl your hair, 
how to edit photos on your computer, or even how to give your 
dog a bath! Basically anything you want to learn how to do, you 
can find someone on YouTube showing you how to do it.   
     Then of course there are music videos. Instead of watching 
the newest music videos on MTV like our parents use to do; we 
watch them on YouTube. Some of the music videos are brought 
by Vevo. Vevo is another type of video sharing website that 
many celebrities use to post official videos of themselves. The 
music videos you see on YouTube are brought by the celebrity’s official Vevo accounts.
     Now there are vlogs. A vlog is like a blog that you would find on the internet, but instead of reading people’s opinions and stories, you 
watch them as a video. The people who post vlogs are called vloggers. They may talk about a certain topic on YouTube, do something crazy, 
or simply visit a store and just talk about random things. The whole concept of vlogs was brought up through YouTube. Without it, vlogs 
wouldn’t even exist.
     “We would be bored [without YouTube] because there’s nothing really good on TV,” stated Williams.
     Although many people believe that you can get a job through YouTube this is not completely accurate. People can however join the You-
Tube Partner Program. This program helps out people who want to create better videos and build up their audience but the program also 

benefits YouTube. The account holder will need to monetize one or many 
of their videos. This means their videos will now have an advertisement 
before the video. The person can get advertisements through Adsense, 
a website that offers advertisements for users to put on their website to 
receive money. Once someone has added advertisements to their videos, 
then they can start getting paid. Although theses advertisements can be 
very annoying to the people who watch the video, it is what pays the per-
son who published the video. How much you will be paid is your choice 
on how you would like to be paid. For example you could be paid each 
time someone clicks on your advertisement or for the amount of views 
your video receives. 
     YouTube once started as a simple video sharing website and now it’s 
turning into a business. YouTube has even affected how some people 
live. Even if you are on it just to watch some funny videos or learn how 
to brush your teeth, you’re helping someone make money while doing it. 
Our world wouldn’t be the same without YouTube. Maybe in the future 
TV’s will become obsolete and YouTube will become the new source of 
entertainment. It has come this far already, and it is only going to con-
tinue to grow into something bigger.

REVOLUTION 

   Click it

Vlog Brothers
Jenna MarblesVideogamedunky

Tim Hawkins

Gabriel Iglasias

ilikeweylie

boogie2988 OfficialPeta
Tyler Oakley
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     Volunteering is a great way to get involved in your community. As well making you feel good yourself it looks good on job and college 
resumés. 
     There are plenty of options when it comes to volunteering and there are even websites such as volunteermatch.org to help you find volun-
teering activities that fit your interests. So don’t think to yourself “I’m should do stuff,” instead think to yourself “I just did that.” 
     St. Baldrick’s is a great way to offer up your volunteering services. Of course if you really like your hair you should think of something else. 
St. Baldrick’s is an organization that raises money to fund research for a cure to childhood cancer. This may be obvious from the name, but 
the way you help through St. Baldrick’s is going to specific events they have set up and getting your head shaved. 
     You may wonder how having your head shaved raises anyone money but St. Baldrick’s has people who pledge money for the amount of 
heads they manage to shave. Think back to when you were younger and participated in the jog-a-thons at your school, it’s a lot like that 
except you’re not the ones who have to find pledgers and there is no jogging involved.
     The idea for St. Baldrick’s began in July of 1999 when a man named Tim Kenny challenged two of his colleagues John Bender and Enda 
McDonnell to give back to the community in return for all the success they had.
     They formed the idea of St. Baldrick’s and the first event was on St. Patrick’s Day, March 17, of 2000.  The first event was held at Jim 
Brady’s Pub in Manhattan. It was more of a success than they had hoped for. The original goal for the event was to get 17 shaved heads and 
raise $17,000 but by the end of the night they had gotten 19 shaved heads and raised $104,000.
     With the success of the first event they continued on but were shaken in 2001 when on 9/11 many of their friends and colleagues were 
lost in the terrorist attack. You can imagine that if something bad had happened to you, you probably wouldn’t have any energy left to help 
anyone besides yourself so the fact that they managed to get back up from this and continue helping other people is a feat by itself.
     Large majorities of the people getting their heads shaved are police officers and military troops and thousands of them have added the act 
of shaving their head to their public services.
     The actual foundation of St. Baldrick’s wasn’t created until 2004. Each year since the St. Baldrick’s foundation have been raising more and 
more. Last year in 2012 they raised $30 million and reached the $100 million mark in their fundraising total.
     So if you’re interested in volunteering St. Baldrick’s is a great organization to volunteer for but if you treasure that head of hair too much 
there are many other things you can volunteer for. Project Hope is an organization devoted to making health care available to everyone who 
needs it and is currently settled in more than 35 countries worldwide. 
     Project H.O.P.E. was founded in 1958 as the world’s first peacetime hospital ship SS H.O.P.E. Hope stands for Health Opportunities for 
People Everywhere. Project H.O.P.E. is a big part of the help received after natural disasters. If going abroad to help sick or 
injured people isn’t quite your thing but you still want to help you can. Project H.O.P.E. also has Do It 
Yourself Fundraisers which can be found on their website.
     A popular spot for volunteering among teens and just about anyone is The Humane 
Society. You’ve probably at least heard of this place even if you don’t really know 
anything about it.
     The Humane Society takes care of unwanted and perhaps 
abused animals until they can be found loving homes. There are 
many ways to help their cause such as signing up to volunteer in 
their care centers, to serve with their rescue and response 
team, or even to organize events to reach out to your com-
munity. 
     As well as volunteering to help the Humane Society 
there are other ways to help just any of the animals in your 
community and it’s pretty easy to think of some. You 
could adopt an animal or even do something as small as 
not throwing trash on the ground because that can harm 
the animals.
     If you have no time or just no desire to go 
out and volunteer you can still help out 
the community by doing simple things like 
recycling, possibly picking up garbage if 
you happened to walk past some and 
just treating oth- ers nicely are goods 
way to show you care and afterwards 
you’ll probably feel good too.

Volunteer with

by Amelia Statchwick
Opinion editor

Project H.O.P.E.
Phone: 1-800-544-4673 
Business Address: Project H.O.P.E.  
255 Carter Hall Lane 
PO Box 250
Millwood, VA 22646
Email: HOPE@projecthope.org

Rogue Valley Humane Society
429 NW Scenic Drive
Grants Pass, OR 97528
Phone: (541) 479-5154
Business hours: Mon through Sat from 12:00 to 4:00 PM
Closed Sundays
Email: rvhs@budget.net

St. Baldrick’s Foundation 
1333 South Mayflower Avenue, Suite 400 Monrovia, 
CA 91016 USA
 (888) 899-2253 
 sbinfo@stbaldricks.org

Important Volunteering Contacts



FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT

     Do you procrastinate? Yes, you do. You might even be procrastinating right now. Even if you don’t realize it you could still be procrastinating. Procrastination is putting off stuff 
by telling yourself you have time and you don’t need to do it till later. If you do that too much though it could possibly lead to you failing classes. It’s so easy to procrastinate 
though. The internet, video games, TV or even friends and family can keep you away from doing work. 
     “It’s easy to get distracted,” said Senior Brianna Vadney   
     Music is one way that keeps people from doing something important. They think they will only be listening for a while but in reality it leads to being much longer, but in reality 
that time is being wasted unknowingly by listening to music. Some people over estimate and think they have more time to do things then they really do, before you realize it 
you’re rushing to get things done. 
     “I get distracted really easily by music but I want to stop procrastinating all the time,” said Sophomore David Herbelin                                   
     Everyone goes through a time that they procrastinate but after you start, it becomes hard to stop. Don’t worry though, there’s help! There are so many ways to stop 
procrastinating but you just have to find the right way for you. The most popular way that people use to stop procrastinating is called the Pomodoro Technique. It’s where you can 
work for about 20 minutes and then take a break and reward yourself with something like a snack or 5 minutes of a game, careful though you don’t want to get sucked into the 
game. The longer you do this, the more you extend the time you work. YouTube has a “Science of Procrastination” video that tells more about this technique by science ASAP.  
    It can be hard to work on certain things because of different websites like YouTube, Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest, Facebook or any social sites. It can be easier to be on that for an 
hour then to work on a paper or math homework. A way to keep you from being on those sites and procrastinate is to download Focal Filter and block them for a certain amount 
of time so you won’t get distracted. Focal Filter can block websites for a certain amount of time so you when you type in the website to try to go on it and waste time, it won’t let 
you. 
     Even the smallest things are distracting and cause people to 
procrastinate. When people have a lot of things to do other things just 
don’t seem as important. We think we can work on the other things 
later yet not everyone has self-control and cannot do what they need 
to do in the time they have. 
     When people have a ton of stuff going on in their life some things 
just don’t seem so important so we think we can work on other stuff 
later, but really not everyone has self-control and can do what they 
need to do in the time they have. 
     “Everything in my life can keep me distracted but I need to have 
more self-control so I can do my work, I try not to procrastinate but 
sometimes it just happens,” said Sophomore Claire Anderson 
     Procrastination just happens. If you work hard at something and try 
to not get distracted it could be easier. Try a new way to block sites, 
work and then rest, or any other way to stop you from procrastinating 
to try to work on what you need to do. It can be hard at first but after 
a while it gets easier. So go get things done and stop procrastinating!                                                    

Students struggle to keep 
the focus off Facebook and 
on school. But some are 
choosing to fight back with 
simple techniques.

by Kali Martin
Entertainment co-editor

-   Set up a reminder: Remind yourself that you should be doing something else then just 
goofing off
- Just get it done: We all have excuses but get over it and just get it done! Stop 
putting things off till the last minute!
- Follow a list: Make a list of things that need to get done in order from most 
important and what’s coming up first then schedule times to work on those and don’t skip 
out on the times. 
- Forget Social Networks: Block Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube or lock 
the phone and computer and such in another room so you’re not tempted. 
- Make a playlist that you don’t need to mess with so you can listen to that while 
working if it helps you. 
- Give yourself a break: If you’re having a hard time working and concentrating 

on one thing then give yourself a break for a few and then go back to work and sometimes 
it’s okay to put aside something and work on something else till you calm down. 

TIPS!

Artwork by Christine Moses
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Sliding into Spring
Brock Bandfield, Sports Editor

 

Speedy Spring

Driving into Spring

Spring in service

All illustrations done by Christine Moses

Boys Golf
      Time to tee off with the boys of our North Medford golf 
team. The boys golf team is coached by Kevin Klabunde who has 
been the head coach since 2000.  With spring comes endless 
hours of practice and swinging a club. This spring seems like a 
good time for the stars on the course to shine bright and be dis-
covered.  Golf is a sport for high school that is a game of silence 
and concentration. If you aim for the cup you’re surely to sink a 
couple of birdies. The fairways are filled with bunkers and trees 
line the narrow are for the ball to land.
     The green is lined with a small fringe that even some of the 
most experienced golfers have trouble with. The bunkers are 
the black hole of the golfing world because once you land in 
it there’s almost no way to get out of its sandy clutches. You 
have bulls eyes that aim for the tiny cup. Par is definitely subpar 
when we’re talking about golf; it’s all about birdies and eagles 
on the course. I feel like it’s time for spring fever to take over 
and give us the many great sports that take place in the spring.  
So for the golf team it’s time to get up to speed for this season. 
Good luck to both golf teams for this upcoming season.

Preview of Spring Sports

Brock Bandfield, Sports Editor

Baseball
     The infield has just been raked and 
the outfield grass just mowed, new 
gloves have just been oiled and are 
being broken in, the pitching rubber is 
holy ground to the aces hurling the ball. It 
is definitely the start of baseball season at 
North Medford. State Champions is a 
goal that every high school student 
has but it’s more important to the senior 
class of ‘13 that is graduating. All of the 
seniors hope to repeat the past and bring home 
the glory of being the state cham- pions. “Being 
my last year at North, I will play my best,” Said senior AJ 
Miller.
    The team coached by Brett Wolfe and Nate Mayben 
hope that they can bring a champi- onship trophy back to 
stash in the trophy case. It would be the greatest going 
away present for the boys of the spring. “It’s always 
good to play for a great program.” Miller went on to 
say. 
     A state championship would be a great way to end the school 
year and the sports year for this program. There is greatness 
among this year’s team and it has to show for the team to com-
plete their journey. Miller went on to say “I think we should  go 
far, hopefully make state finals.”
     Hopefully the predictions made by senior AJ Miller will come 
true and the team will find themselves bringing back the glory.

Brock Bandfield, Sports Editor

Girls Tennis
      The serve is in court this year for Girls tennis.  Tennis is a sport 
of extreme concentration. The ball must be served over the net 
to the opposite side without going over the fault lines and staying 
on the same side of the service line. The game continues until 
one player causes a fault or over extends the court. The game 
continues by score of 15 points to the winning side. It adds up 
until 60 points is reached then that player has won the game. You 
must win 3 straight games in order to win the set of games. You 
must win 3 consecutive sets to win a match. These matches can 
be played as a single or a doubles team.
     Hopefully this year the team throws down and goes to state. 
It would mean a lot to the team and coaches after all of the time 
and effort they’ve put in to win a state championship. The team 
practices all spring in hopes of being number one in state and 
pulling through with a victory. The victory at state would mean 
bragging rights for a whole year and knowing that we were the 
best tennis program in all of Oregon. So look forward to the 
spring and the hard working girls tennis players this year.

Track    
Spikes, shorts, and the clay-colored track 

that surrounds the football field: 
it’s time for spring sports and 
track is up to speed. Track is more 
than just running, it also includes 

thrower and jumpers. Being in track 
doesn’t mean you just run; some kids throw 
or they do long or high jumps. Runners can 
run different races like the 100m, 400m, 

or the 4X400 relay. “The 4X400 relay is our 
most popular event because it brings the team 
together,” said senior LT Hoak.

                  Throwers participate in discus, shot-put or jav-
elin. Hopefully the track and field team can bring 

home the gold and a state championship. “I plan to be in 
the top 2 in districts, and I hope that we get at least six kids to 
state,” said Hoak. 
      It takes sheer will and determination to run track or even 
be a thrower. It takes all you have 100% of the time and then 
some more. Let’s talk about the coach. Coach Piet Vasquez has 
been coaching for several years. “Vasquez is an excellent public 
speaker and has been in our shoes so he knows how to help 
motivate the team and make them push as hard as they can,” 
Hoak went on to say.
       Track is a sport that has some teamwork to it but the sheer 
competitive spirit pushes past the teamwork and it becomes 
more of a personal gain. Lines on the track mean more than just 
running; each line represents what you’ve worked for every day 
of your life. Good luck to all the runners, jumpers, and throwers 
this season. 

Congratulations 
winter sports!
Wrestling: 13th place team finish at   
 state
Boys basketball: 1st round in state   
 playoffs
Girls basketball: 3rd in conference
Ice hockey: 1st in conference
Swimming: two swimmers in top ten  
 at state
Cheerleading: 3rd in state
Bowling: state competitors

Brock Bandfield, Sports editor



Apply now for scholarships
Now through March 1, future college students can apply
for scholarships to help meet college costs.

•	 The	RCC	Foundation	annually	awards	nearly	$700,000	in		
scholarships.	Applications	accepted	beginning	mid	December.		
Visit	www.rccfoundation.org.

•	 To	be	considered	for	more	than	450	scholarships	worth	over	
$18,000,000,	visit	the	Oregon	Student	Access	Commission	at		
www.getcollegefunds.org/scholarships.aspx.

•	 Research	and	apply	for	private	scholarships	at	RCC	Scholarship	
Central,	www.roguecc.edu/FinancialAid/Scholarships.

•	 Visit	national	scholarship	sites	such	as	www.fastweb.org,		
www.collegeboard.com	and	www.scholarships.com.

Softball in Spring
Rachel Forrest, Tornado Times reporter

Girls swing for spring
Vanessa Escalante, Tornado Times reporter

Boys Serve up Spring
Tyler Williams, Tornado Times reporter

Girls Golf
     The girls are warming up for another season 
of golf and they’re excited for the new season. 
Sunny Powers went to State three years ago but 
since than the girls have only gone to district, 
and they intend on improving from how they 
did last year. “Areas that we’ll improve on are 
our drop scores, and short games which is the 
most important part of the game.” Said Monica 
Godfrey, a senior golfer. Golf is a sport where 
golfers use many types of clubs and hit balls into 
a series of holes Golf is played on a course rather 
than a standardized playing area. The 
course normally consists of nine 
or eighteen holes. Golf competi-
tion is generally played the 
lowest number of stokes by 
one individual.   When the 
girls improve on their short 
games, and drop scores 
we’ll be sure to see 
them go far this 
season.

Softball
      With softball around the corner, girls are starting 
to practice, ready to start off the season 
right. Last season they worked 
hard and took home the state 
championship against South 
Salem High School! 
Hopefully, this sea-
son they will take 
the state champion-
ship again, winning two 
years in a row. We have had 6 
state championships for softball in 
1984, 1997, 1998, 2002, 2009, and 
2012 and have had 22 conference 
championships. Coach Mayben 
has led North to an overall record 
of 139-53.Since he started coach-
ing for us, he has led us to two state 
championships. Coach Mayben is 
very passionate about athletics, and is 
on his 8th year of coaching softball 
here at North. He was awarded 
the Oregon 6A softball coach 
of the year award in 2009 and 2012. Then, he was 
awarded Southern Oregon conference coach of the 
year in 2010 and 2012. 
      As a math teacher and a coach, Mayben finds the 
perfect balance to handle all activities at once. North 
Medford has one of the most successful athletics 
program in Oregon. In 2012, senior Maryssa Becker 
was awarded the Gatorade Softball player of the 
year. Becker’s will-power and fortitude keeps the 
team’s spirits running high. With the girls practic-
ing hard and with strong determination, this season 
should be another outstanding one. Their hard work 
and fierce energy will pay off in the end. 

Boys Tennis
     This season, the boy’s tennis team is warming 
up the rackets and hitting the court. In 2008 the 
boy’s tennis team took second place in the state 
championships, and has been building up the en-
ergy to go again. The tennis team is led by Coach 
Aaron Todd and his assistant coach Clag Offutt. 
The boy’s tennis team hasn’t won a State Cham-
pionship since 2009, but that isn’t stopping them 
from working hard before the season begins. “I’m 
really looking forward to the competition this 
season. I think that we could potentially do really 
well,” said Spencer Ebert, a senior on the boy’s 
tennis team. “We need to work on fundamentals 
and serving, but we are doing well.”  
     Although a schedule has not been released yet 
for boy’s tennis, you can expect for things to start 
happening in March. Everybody is getting very 
excited for the season to begin, and cannot wait 
until it happens. The first boy’s tennis practice is 
February 25, where they will begin their prepa-
ration for the season ahead of them. When the 
matches begin, you can pick up a schedule in the 
main office at the activities desk. 
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      What’s so cool about band? The members are musically talented, and can play several instruments. 
“I joined band simply because Squidward from “Spongebob” played the clarinet,” said Kayla 
Smith, a band member. Even though it sounds tempting to join band to be just like 
Squidward, you should join band simply because you love making music and it’s what 
makes you happy. “You can’t just jump right into Band. You have to put lots of time and prac-
tice into it,” said Levi Weld, a Sophomore.
      “Advice to the people who want to join band is to pay attention and not talk, or else Mr. 
Kessler will kick you out in the cold,” said Weld sarcastically. No matter how nice it sounds to 
be thrown out into this cold weather, don’t you think it would be even better to stay in the 
warm classroom where you’re allowed to play your heart’s music?
     Forcing yourself to commit to things you really just don’t want to do can be a bit difficult for 
some. For instance Weld has played the Clarinet for 6 years and bass Clarinet for 3. “Music is 
my life, it’s everything to me. I couldn’t see myself without it,” said Weld. 
     Band is more than just a group of instrument players who just get put together and throw in random 
notes, but a group of tenacious people who put blood and sweat into practicing to be the very best 
that they can be.

     Singing may put some people in an uncomfortable spot, but for others, it’s a way to express themselves. “Through music I have made so 
many friends, found out many new things about myself that I hadn’t known before, and have experienced many opportunities that I never 
had chances to before,” said sophomore Garrett Bond.
     Singing in front of others takes a lot of confidence, which some people don’t have. The great thing about choir is that you don’t have to be 
alone while you sing. “You have the support of everyone around you,” said sophomore Claire Anderson, a choir member. 
     Succeeding in choir takes some work, but can be attained.  “Make sure you know your sight rhythms and be ambitious to pursue further 
in your choir experiences,” said Anderson. Though memorizing sight rhythms can be difficult, thankfully we have an awesome school. “Our 
teacher Mrs. Weller teaches great sight reading,” said Jessica Kaiserman.
          Going through high school there are many extracurricular activities that could be taken advantage of. “In high school there are so many 
opportunities available to students,” said Bond.

     Expressing yourself through a variety of different personas is one of the many favorite activities for a thespian, which is a person who has 
gotten enough points in theatre to become a thespian. Everyone can act, even if it’s just lying in bed saying you’re sick and can’t go to school, 
and yet it’s far more complex than that. Actors or actresses can portray themselves in a way that’s not even remotely like their own beliefs 
and self-actuality. 
    Most people who join theater at school would join theater because it’s supposedly an easy “A,” but once they join, they get a wakeup call 
since acting is not as easy as it is portrayed.  “It takes up 90% of my time, and it’s totally worth it. I don’t regret any of it,” said senior Kayla 
Jackson, Black Tornado Theatre president.  
     “Make sure you’re completely committed to your work, because others will eventually play off that,” said Jackson. Theater opens many 
students out of their shells, by how comfortable everyone else is. Instead of being like a class, theatre is more like a family place, where many 
come to be themselves.

     Classical music is the typical genre for orchestras 
to play, but they also play modern music. “I started 
just because it looked fancy and because extracur-
riculum looks good,” said Liza Rodgers, sophomore 
orchestra member. 
     A seemingly typical class turns into a whirlwind of 
dancing musical notes the instant a musician picks 
up his or her instrument. Orchestra is no longer just 
a class, but becomes a ballroom. 
     “I enjoy expressing myself in music,” said Rodg-
ers. Coming to school on a dull day and just being 
able to go into the music room and let it out playing 
the tune that expresses her own feelings is part of 
what draws Rodgers to the class.
    Orchestra usually doesn’t put students on the 
spot since there are other students nearby, doing 
the same amazing thing. With friends and class-
mates, students can begin to play as one.
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